


Is Content Marketing 
Working Within Your 
Channel?
If you’re a marketing professional, it’s extremely 
likely that you’re doing some kind of content 
marketing. In fact, according to the 2015 B2B 
Content Marketing Report, nine out of ten marketers 
have a content marketing strategy, and 70% of 
marketing teams are producing and spending more 
on content than ever. 

It’s no surprise that content marketing is thriving 
in the direct sales world, but when it comes to 
marketing and selling within a partner channel, 
suddenly those content marketing strategies break 
down.

Why?

Marketing within a partner channel can be 
complicated. Often you’re juggling multiple brands 
and multiple value propositions, and consistency 
becomes a challenge as you are yet another step 
removed from your target audience.

Here’s the thing: It doesn’t have to be this 
complicated.

The content marketing strategies that are 
generating high quality leads for your direct sales 
team can just as easily work within your indirect 
partner channel.

Nine out of ten marketers have a 
content marketing strategy, and 70% 
of marketing teams are producing and 
spending more on content than ever.

2015 B2B Content Marketing Report
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Content Marketing Yields Results  
that Cannot Be Ignored
While the content marketing flag proudly unites marketers around the globe, the fact is that as you go 
further into the channel, the awareness, recognition and correct application of content marketing is 
just getting started.

Just How Far Have We Come?
In its most recent The State of Inbound report, the 
religiously followed content marketing platform HubSpot 
cites that the number of marketers who state they 
practice inbound methodology rose to 85%. In the same 
report, 45% of respondents credited content marketing 
practices as their primary lead source (2x more than 
those crediting outbound marketing).

The Content Marketing Institute’s data mirrors the findings 
of HubSpot. CMI cites that 83% of marketers have a 
content marketing strategy, and this year 70% of B2B 
marketers are producing more content this year than last.

If all of those stats are impressive, the outcomes that 
stem from those efforts are even more astounding: 

How Far Do We Have Left to Go?
While the marketing industry has made a valiant effort to 
demonstrate the business benefits of content marketing, 
those benefits seem to come to a halt at the point those 
marketing programs reach “the channel” — where 70+% 
of goods globally are transacted, sold and marketed by 
indirect sales partners. 

Even though these resellers, distributors, dealers, brokers, 
agents (or your own  favorite synonym for the word 
partner) rely on the marketing efforts of their suppliers, 
they never seem to have the resources and tools they 
need to be successful.

Content-driven tactics save and average of 

13% in overall cost- per- lead.

HubSpot

Content marketing can double website 

conversions.

Aberdeen Group

90% of buyers find custom content to be 
useful when making purchasing decisions.

ContentWise



What is the Path Forward?
Given the gaps identified above, what is the best way to overcome the challenges and make it viable to extend the value 
and impact of your content marketing program to your indirect sales partners? Well, like the plot of a overly sentimental 
independent film, the answer lies within.
 

Within the marketing department.

Those very same marketers who currently are falling short when it comes to content marketing in the channel, but who 
were reported in the HubSpot study as having top inbound and content marketing priorities that include the following:

These priorities represent the perfect means to transition and blend content marketing into your channel efforts. 
Successfully extending your content marketing programs to, and through, your channel ecosystem can yield:

1. Countless guest blog articles, case studies and success stories from people who work with your end customers every 
day.

2. Valuable, keyword rich, content that not only helps boost SEO efforts, but also shows for certain just how valuable your 
products can be to end customers.

3. Dozens, hundreds and even thousands of channel partner sales rep sharing, distributing and amplifying the reach of 
your message and your content to tens of thousands of prospects.

Once marketers realize the critical role their channel partners play in achieving their content marketing priorities, they are 
sure to see hockey sticks in all of their favorite content marketing metrics.

Blog and Social 
Content Creation

Growing SEO/Organic 
Web Presence

Content Distribution 
and Amplification



When resourced correctly, your channel 
partners can help you build brandpotency. What 
is brand potency? Brand potency is a brand 
attribute that goes beyond awareness or even 
advocacy. Potency is power, and it implies 
moving to action.

Success isn’t dictated by the 

answers you have, but by the 

answers you’re willing to seek out. 

If you aren’t the kind of person who actively seeks 
answers in support of progress, you probably aren’t 
part of the “our people are our best asset” claims I’ve 
literally heard every company I’ve worked with during my 
marketing tenure cite as a core brand attribute. To be a 
valuable contributor of an organization requires being a 
knowledge seeker, an engaged learner, and an informed 
decision- maker.

Your best partners, just like your best employees, 
are those individuals who are actively engaged with 
your brand in order to best serve their customers and 
prospects. While your content marketing programs now 
shoulder responsibility for the largest portion of your 
buyers’ journeys, it’s not atypical for companies in B2B 
markets to still rely on their channel partners for the 
largest portion of their annual revenue.

And, while Amazon NOW has made it easy for us to get 
consumer goods delivered within hours of purchase, 
most B2B transactions still end with a handshake and an 
agreement between your partners and their prospects.

As the literal face of your brand to a large number of your 
end- users, it’s critical for you to make sure those ‘boots 
on the ground’ partner sales reps are equipped with the 
information they need to be successful. Your channel 
sales partners are the product solution experts who seek 
out information and the answers needed to guide their 
customers on how to best apply your products and services 
to yield maximum benefit.

Your channel sales partners are 

product solution experts who 

seek out information.

You have a fair expectation that your partners will be 
proactive and take the necessary steps to be informed 
and knowledgeable about your products. They have a fair 
expectation you will give them an easy way to access 
information and get answers to questions – whenever 
and wherever they are interacting with their target 
purchasers.

When those mutual expectations are met, your partners 
become a potent way to amplify your brand and increase 
your pipeline activity.

Partners Build Brand Potency





Coaching Your Indirect 
Sales Reps with 
Gamification
We won’t be offering any Earth- shattering news by telling 
you that salespeople are motivated by money and other 
rewards. Of course, there are always other motivations 
that impact professionals of every discipline, whether 
that’s personal influence, professional growth, or even 
helping others in need. But, it’s impossible to deny that 
the all- powerful reward has always been a critical tool 
leveraged by businesses for years.

The all-powerful reward has always 

been a critical tool leveraged by 

businesses.

Simply look at a salesperson’s compensation plan. You sell x 
amount, you make x percent of that sale. You achieve or exceed 
your quota, you make an additional amount. Besides cold hard cash, 
sales leaders have also gotten creative with spiffs.

We’ve seen everything from restaurant gift cards to Beats 
headphones to custom athletic jerseys. Regardless of the 
incentive, the process largely remains the same: Close the deal 
and earn a reward.

When you’re the leader of a direct sales team, you have a certain 
level of influence over your sales reps’ activities. You’re in their 
CRM pipeline. You’re probably talking to your reps in one-on- ones 
about their business. You’re reviewing the hottest opportunities 
in weekly sales meetings. As a direct sales leader, you’re able 
to play coach, counselor and chief strategist to ensure your 
reps are engaging in the right activities to move each and every 
opportunity through the sales process. And why?

Because you all have a quota to make, and when your reps sell, 
they win, and you win as well.



Now, let’s face the elephant in the room. Yep, we’re talking 
about your indirect sales reps. They’re just as responsible 
for meeting quotas, and they’re just as motivated by those 
glorious rewards. So, how do you coach a player who 
doesn’t even report to you … from hundreds or thousands 
of miles away … across another continent … or, even 
who perhaps speaks and conducts business in another 
language? 

How can you ensure those reps are engaging in the right 
activities, leveraging the best content, and following the 
tried and true sales playbooks that you as your company’s 
expert know will produce results?

“How do you coach a player who 

doesn’t even report to you?”

And here is where the simplicity of gamificationenters 
our equation. Imagine if, just for a moment, instead of 
rewarding that sales rep at the completion of a sale, 
you could incentivize the sales behaviors that you know 
produce those lucrative results? This very simple shift 
in sales incentive philosophy has the power to vastly 
influence the trajectory of your indirect sales pipeline.

With more and more marketers now dedicated to 
revenue- producing content marketing activities, there 
lies a phenomenal opportunity to marry the tried and true 
rewards- driven motivational techniques with solution- 
focused content that speaks to the needs that are 
downright demanded by today’s information empowered 
buyer.



The Time to Act is Now
First and foremost, we need to start providing indirect sales 
reps with access to the right content at the right time.

Sales and marketing and business development need 
to all work together. We hear this all the time, and while 
we’ve definitely come a long way, there are still many 
more advances we need to make – particularly when it 
comes to supporting indirect sales channels.

Content isn’t something you simply check off 
your list.
Got a whitepaper? Yep. Got an infographic? Uh- huh. Got 
a video? Sure do. You can spend countless hours and 
millions of dollars on content that speaks to the pain 
points of your buyer personas, but none of this matters if 
your feet on the street don’t know how to find it when they 
need it.

Content isn’t just something you attach to an 
email as a follow up to a sales pitch.
Content should be used throughout the sales cycle to 
cultivate a relationship with your prospect. And, the right 
content transforms salespeople into teachers, problem- 
solvers, coaches and thought leaders. With good content, 
sales reps become sources of educational information 
better able to understand the challenges their prospects 
face. They’re better equipped to help assess their prospects’ 
strengths and weaknesses, and can encourage them to 
think differently.

Content has to resonate with your 
channelpartner reps.
And you know this better than anyone – your company is 
one step removed from those hundreds or even thousands 
of feet on the street. Good content that is used properly 
within your indirect sales channel will help you build 
brand potency. And your best partners, just like your best 
employees, are those individuals who are actively engaged 
with your brand in order to best serve their customers and 
prospects.

Content marketing in your indirect sales channel 
cannot be “set and forget.”
It’s likely that the majority of your resellers are also selling 
other competing products or services, so what can you do 
to keep your solution top of mind?

Putting content together into sales playbooks that are 
filtered by vertical, by persona, by lifecycle stage, or 
by business outcome will take the heavy lifting off the 
shoulders of those indirect reps.

“Think about how you are 
making it easier for them to 
sell more of your product – 
faster.”



INTRODUCING ALLBOUND 

Allbound works by centralizing the people, content and 
technology in your sales ecosystem to make your partner 
channels more effective. 

You can finally say goodbye to the complex portals, legacy PRM 
systems and cluttered inboxes that restrain channel 
performance in today’s digital enterprise. Allbound is reinventing 
how business is done together, freeing organizations to put their 
focus back on the customer, and replacing crippling power 
struggles with powerful partnerships.

Request a demo today at Allbound.com.

480.685.5470
hello@allbound.com

Allbound.com

Twitter:
@Allbound
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